
ALWAYS-ON LINKS FOR SPACECRAFT IN ORBIT  
SpaceLink uses optical communications to meet the demand 

for fast access to the growing flood of data from space.

Most LEO satellites can only down-

load the data they collect when  

directly over an Earth station, 

which can result in hours of delays. 

SpaceLink changes that with secure, 

high bandwidth, continuous links for 

real-time access to the intelligence 

to make split second decisions.

REAL-TIME communications

HIGH SPEED data relay

CONTINUOUS access to data

SECURE links and gateways

RELIABLE RF space-to-ground links

OPTICAL and RF intersatellite links
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Continuous / Real-Time
Tasking & Data Return

CONOPS
Reduced data latency,  

real-time tasking, and direct  
downlink for EO, SAR,  
hyperspectral, and RF  

remote sensing satellites.

RELAY SATELLITES
Constellation of four relay  
satellites with both optical  
and RF terminals deployed  

in MEO orbit to provide  
continuous coverage.

CLIENT TERMINALS
Satellite operators use  

Space Development Agency 
compatible optical user  
terminals to connect to  

the network.

NETWORK CONTROL
Secure and redundant  
network management  

and operations centers. 

SpaceLink relays data from space  
to users, continuously and securely 
SpaceLink is a satellite relay system designed to 

provide real-time connectivity to spacecraft in LEO, 

with options for GEO, airborne, and terrestrial service. 

Because of its unique architecture and location in 

MEO, the satellite constellation always has direct 

line of site to satellites, space stations, tugs, and 

servicers in LEO, as well as to SpaceLink’s dedicated 

Gateway Earth Stations. As a result, SpaceLink pro-

vides a real-time flow of data from client spacecraft 

through its gateways and on to end users through 

secure terrestrial and cloud networks.

GATEWAYS
RF space-to-ground links  

for high system availability.  
Traffic landed in secure  

locations with transec to  
cloud provider of choice.

OPTICAL
Optical intersatellite links  

for secure, high speed  
data delivery, up to 10 Gbps.

The Communications Superhighway for the Space Economy

Watch video 
Contact us at info@eosSpaceLink.com
www.eosSpaceLink.com


